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My Dynamo Journey 🔗

https://mydynamojourney.glideapp.io/dl/da19fa


Last time we had AU 
in person….



Dynamo Nodes Looked Like This



Now They Look Like This



State of Dynamo



Dynamo Versioning
How does it work?



Dynamo Versioning
How does it work?



Our Outline for this Class

What’s Broken

Dynamo 2.13 brings a lot of 
new cool features. But that 
means a lot of stuff is broken, 
some of it bad. We are going 
to talk about it.

What’s New

What is more exciting than 
broken stuff? New stuff. This 
part will be hands on.

How to Cope

Upgrading graphs to the new 
version is going to suck if you 
don’t have a plan. Let’s make 
a plan.

How to Survive

Using Dynamo has many 
different considerations. This 
part we will talk about ways 
to make it way better.



Drop Down Nodes
a long history of being frustrated



Don’t get me wrong
They can be great.



Drop Down Nodes
They can be great



 You need to know what can 
(and will) break.

 This graph was made in Revit 
2019 to work with walls.

 Let's see what happens when 
we go to use it in other 
versions

But…

Dynamo 2.0.4 – Revit 2019



Same Graph..

Dynamo 2.3.1 – Revit 2020



Also Same Graph..

Dynamo 2.6.1 – Revit 2021



Also, also Same Graph..

Dynamo 2.12.1 – Revit 2022



Also, also, also Same Graph..

Dynamo 2.13.1 – Revit 2023



And..

Revit 2024



Just Kidding



So, How do we 
handle this?



Only use dropdowns 
when you want them 

to change.
👏



Hardcode the values unless it is changeable by 
your user.

Dynamo 2.3.1 – Revit 2021



And live happily 
ever after



Unless you are in 
the initial release of 

Revit 2023



Unless you are in 
the initial release of 

Revit 2023



So now this is my suggested method
Using Category Id as those are not supposed to change 

https://forum.dynamobim.com/t/categories-vs-category-byname-discrepancy-in-2-13/77196



Autodesk Suggests
To “use dropdowns as they are fixed in all supported versions* of Revit”

*supported meaning 2023, 2022, 2021 products

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/customer-service/account-management/users-software/previous-versions/previous-version-support-policy


Let’s Open a Dynamo Graph In Multiple “Supported” Versions

(Revit 2023/Dynamo 2.13.1 ➡️ Revit 2021 / Dynamo 2.6.1)



Let’s Open a Dynamo Graph In Multiple “Supported” Versions

(Revit 2023/Dynamo 2.13.1 ➡️ Revit 2021 / Dynamo 2.6.1)



?



Input Dropdowns Were “Fixed” 
in Revit 2022 / Dynamo 2.12.1
But broken in all older versions of Dynamo



But there is a fix!



Is everything ok?

Python in Revit 2023 / 
Dynamo 2.13?



kinda



Dynamo Changed Python Engines
CPython3 is Now the Default





Iron Python 2.7



Iron Python 2.7

Genius loci And a lot more!



Can still be installed

 Install from the package manager

 Decision was made due to the team behind iron python not updating 2.x any longer 
(meaning no more security fixes)

 Basically, install at your own risk 😜

IronPython 2.7



That’s it for broken 
stuff



That’s it for broken 
stuff

For now.



What’s Broken

Dynamo 2.13 brings a lot of 
new cool features. But that 
means a lot of stuff is broken, 
some of it bad. We are going 
to talk about it.

How to Cope

Upgrading graphs to the new 
version is going to suck if you 
don’t have a plan. Let’s make 
a plan.

How to Survive

Using Dynamo has many 
different considerations. This 
part we will talk about ways 
to make it way better.

Where are we

What’s New

What is more exciting than 
broken stuff? New stuff. This 
part will be hands on.



live demo



The Plan

 Graph Properties

 Annotation Enhancements

 Dynamo Player Enhancements

 All while making a keynote color coder 
graph.

Live Demo of New Features



What’s New

What is more exciting than 
broken stuff? New stuff. This 
part will be hands on.

What’s Broken

Dynamo 2.13 brings a lot of 
new cool features. But that 
means a lot of stuff is broken, 
some of it bad. We are going 
to talk about it.

How to Survive

Using Dynamo has many 
different considerations. This 
part we will talk about ways 
to make it way better.

How to Cope

Upgrading graphs to the new 
version is going to suck if you 
don’t have a plan. Let’s make 
a plan.

Where are we



Upgrading Dynamo Graphs



live demo



Don’t Map Packages to Network Drives



Why?



Best Practice
Use the built-in Dynamo Packages location and pull packages in



Using Dynamo





Or..
On Revit Startup with a Custom Plugin



for Revit
a Revit plugin to enable simple package duplications from 

(locally accessible) folders





Including (but not limited to)

 Windows Startup Scripts

o Occurs at User Logon

 Utilizing Your Deployment Tools

o Parallax Uses Pragmatic Praxis (ask aaron for more info in the exhibit hall)

 Emailing your users every morning to copy new Dynamo packages

Other Options for Syncing Packages



What’s New

What is more exciting than 
broken stuff? New stuff. This 
part will be hands on.

What’s Broken

Dynamo 2.13 brings a lot of 
new cool features. But that 
means a lot of stuff is broken, 
some of it bad. We are going 
to talk about it.

How to Cope

Upgrading graphs to the new 
version is going to suck if you 
don’t have a plan. Let’s make 
a plan.

How to Survive

Using Dynamo has many 
different considerations. This 
part we will talk about ways 
to make it way better.

Our Outline for this Class



Shipping Your 
Scripts



In Revit 2023, Use 
all the New Stuff in 

Dynamo Player



 Mapped Folders

o Different folders for different tasks

 Graph Properties

o Include a description and thumbnail!

 Pinned Notes to Nodes

o Give your user more context

 Include extra metadata 

o regarding package use, expected parameters, etc. Get creative!

Dynamo Player 2.13
Use These Features Specifically



Investigate Other 
Ways to Utilize DYNs



https://www.orkestra.online/

 From the creators of the Data-Shapes Dynamo package

 Offers free tier and premium tier

 Deploy your Dynamo graphs to the cloud and sync to a ribbon in Revit, Civil3d and 
others

 Premium version handles packages for you

Orkestra



 From the creators of the Data-Shapes 
Dynamo package

 Offers free tier and premium tier

 Deploy your Dynamo graphs to the 
cloud and sync to a ribbon in Revit, 
Civil3d and others

Orkestra
https://www.orkestra.online/



https://nonica.io/

 Nonica allows you to add Dynamo graphs directly to your ribbon.

 Free plan includes 12 Dynamo graphs as buttons

 Has premium tier that includes additional features

NonicaTab



https://nonica.io/

NonicaTab



https://github.com/johnpierson/Relay

 Relay adds Dynamo graphs to the ribbon as well.

 Reliant on folder structure

 Open-Source (free) with limited support

 The result of me getting curious how to add Dynamo graphs to the ribbon after 
seeing it be done a lot.

Relay



 Syncing Graphs

 Running Graphs

 Opening the hood to the graphs 😎

Live Demo of Relay



Closing Thoughts



In Order to Make Your Dynamo 
Journey a Successful One

Document | Test | Share



Why Share?



Why Share?



“No one is going to know 
what you can do if you do 

not talk about it.”  
-Adam Savage



Thank You
John Pierson 

@johntpierson | parallaxteam.com | designtechunraveled.com
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